TRADITIONAL GARRISON STRUCTURE
DoD officials indicate that billions of dollars a year can be saved by turning dayto-day base operations over to private contractors. 4 In addition, more potential savings have been identified in the QDR report that recommends two additional rounds of base closings. In reality, experience has shown that these savings will materialize only after several years as old structures and processes are dismantled. 5 In order to achieve
savings now, what is needed is an in-depth review of installation operations to identify and implement fast payback efficiency prospects.
Most Army garrisons continue to have organizational structures similar to those of their Major Command (MACOM) or Headquarters Department of the Army (HQDA) stovepipes (e.g.: the Directorate of Resource Management (DRM) at garrison level resembles the DRM, G8 organization at the MACOM level). Much of this has occurred due to the types of funding "owned" and distributed from higher levels. This has led to the creation of duplicate functions and inefficiencies throughout garrison directorates and offices. A review of traditional garrison functions shows a need to determine better methods of doing business. I will propose examples for streamlining garrison operations that rest upon actual experience rather than upon theoretical opinions. The following areas will be discussed: lodging, property accountability, maintenance, automation and information management, education, subinstallations, and security.
The typical garrison has several lodging operations. These normally include:
housing management and operations (family, unaccompanied personnel, and transient Other areas that may be reviewed for duplicative functions include the DOIM reference library and main post library functions; Audio Visual (AV) within the DOIM and TSC; and security responsibilities between the DOIM, DPTM, and Military Police. The bottom line is that base support funding and manpower levels are competing for limited resources. Installation commanders must redesign their management practices and support systems to achieve greater improvements in productivity and efficiency. As I have discussed, the fastest way to achieve this is through a in-depth review of current operations and functions. If needed savings are not achieved during this process, organizational change via revised organizational structures may be necessary and it is these alternate organizational structures that I will examine.
ALTERNATIVE GARRISON STRUCTURES
Defense experts say leaders must begin to embrace novel forms of organizations and new ways of doing business to preserve force capabilities and morale, while freeing funds to buy the types of weapons required for future wars. installation. Under MCB, commanders were able to hire employees to provide these services to tenants at costs lower than those available on the outside. Exact numbers on the amount of reimbursable employees are not available. Yet, because of workyear constraints, DoD employees will now have to be terminated, and tenants will then be forced to seek services elsewhere. This will adversely impact the quality of life on the installation and increase the cost of operations of the tenant.
As consolidation and regionalization takes place, support agreements will take on greater importance. Such agreements are made with other Army, DoD, or with other 
CONCLUSION
With the increasing pressure of decreasing budgets, the Army has to get the most out of every dollar it is given. The Army either gets more efficient or becomes smaller. This same rationalization applies even more so to Army's installations. It is no secret that there is a search on to find more procurement dollars within total Army obligation authority to meet the demands for modernization in the next century. That search has already started in the operation and maintenance accounts which fund the majority of installation operations.
The fact that installations can contribute sizable amounts of dollars through more productive and efficient operations is not debatable. The question is how to achieve these goals in the fastest and best way. Too many leaders have jumped on the band wagon and taken the easy way out by calling for the outsourcing of installations without looking for the repercussions of these decisions. I have tried to show that by eliminating duplicate installation functions, adopting agile organizational designs, changing restrictive workyear policies, and utilizing the civilian workforce to its true potential will realize savings that are higher and faster achieved than those claimed by outsourcing advocates.
I propose that my recommendations to streamline garrison operations short of contracting out have the potential to save $1.5 billion and 6,200 civilian spaces. By rescinding bureaucratic workyear policies, installations will be able to continue and even increase those operations that promote interservice agreements and associated dollar savings. And by civilianizing more installation operations, at least 9,500 military positions can be saved or redirected back to war fighting duties. The Army will be able to use freed active duty and reserve military positions where they are most needed, in the MTOE units that directly support our strategic objectives. (5, 296) 12 U.S. Army War College, How the Army Runs: A Senior Leader
